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3.1 

Purpose of RepoWlntroduction 

The purpose of this report is to advise the Environmental Services Committee of the work 
done by the Zero Waste Project team since the publication of the national Zero Waste 
Plan, to outline the implications of the Plan for Council Policy and to further advise on the 
concurrent work being done as part of the Waste Management Group under the Sir John 
Arbuthnott Clyde Valley Review. 

Background 

Following consultation during 2009 the Scottish Government published the findings in June 
2010 in the form of Scotland’s Zero Waste Plan. The report sets out the strategic aims and 
outlines the methods which will drive Council’s activities in the future in order to ensure that 
statutory aims in the form of landfill diversion and carbon reduction are achieved. 

Audited figures will be published by SEPA this autumn indicating that the Council will have 
recycled 42.9% of its’ waste in the year to March 2010, thereby having surpassed the 201 0 
target of 40%. Proposals for increasing this towards the 50% target will be the subject of a 
separate report to the Committee. 

In conjunction with the ongoing recycling activity the Zero Waste Project has been 
developing an Outline Business Case for the procurement of a facility to treat the residual 
waste fraction currently being landfilled at Auchinlea Landfill Site. 

North Lanarkshire is taking the lead role on the Waste Management Group set up under the 
terms of Sir John Arbuthnott’s Clyde Valley Review and it is already evident that the work of 
the Project group on the OBC for North Lanarkshire will be closely linked to that being done 
to examine pan Clyde Valley solutions. 

Proposals/Considerations 

The Zero Waste Plan (ZWP) and the Implications for North Lanarkshire 

The main points raised within the ZWP that impact on our current activities are 
below: 

detailed 

a) Landfill Diversion: The necessity to divert waste from landfill still remains the key priority 
for the Council. The ZWP makes it clear that the targets set for 2013 have already been 
achieved, but to ensure the targets established for 2020 are met, further additional 
measures are necessary: 
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i. Separate Collection of Waste Streams - source segregation and separate 
collection of certain waste streams (food, metals, paper, plastics, glass and 
textiles) will become mandatory. No specific details exist as to when this 
requirement shall come into force but 2013 has been given as an indicative 
timeline. 

ii. Limitation on Biodearadable Waste Goina to Landfill -the implication of the 
ZWP is that all waste shall require to be sorted and treated prior to it being sent 
to landfill to ensure the biodegradable content is minimised. 

iii. Landfill Bans -the ZWP implicates that certain waste shall be banned from 
landfill. Again the specific types and the timescales for this are unclear; 
however, the ZWP suggests that consultation will take place during the autumn 
of 2010 with regulations in place during 201 1. Implementation of any ban will 
run over the next 5 - 10 years and will be linked to legislation requiring waste 
stream segregation. 

b) Recycling Targets 

i. Recycling targets for local authorities shall only apply to the waste collected 
from households and will exclude any commercial or industrial waste collected 
by the local authorities. 

ii. The recycling targets for local authorities contained within the draft document 
are to be retained for household waste streams: 

40% by 201 0 
50% by 2013 
60% by 2020 
70% by 2025 

iii. The aspirational aim is to achieve a 70% recycling target for all waste, 
regardless of source, by 2025. 

iv. A carbon based weighting is to be developed which will complement the 
tonnage based target for recycling. The weighting will give priority to recycling 
those materials that have the most adverse environmental impact. The 
timescale for development and introduction of this complex weighting system 
remains unclear. 

c) Limitations on Waste for Thermal Treatment 

Previously, the ZWP had indicated that there would be a 25% cap placed on the amount of 
waste that could be submitted for thermal treatment. The revised ZWP is to remove this 
cap and replace it with a range of measures to regulate the type of waste that can be 
thermally treated: 

d) Landfill Capacity The publication of the Zero Waste Plan has also impinged on the work 
being undertaken to secure an economic best value outlet for the Council’s residual 
waste fraction. Auchinlea Landfill has scope to accept waste until June 201 2 when the 
existing permitted void will be exhausted. The options available to the Council will be the 
subject of a separate report to Committee. 

3.2 The consequence of the developments of the Policy above is that there is currently 
an unstable policy environment within which the Council is seeking to develop further 
recycling and residual waste disposal plans. The latest indications are that matters 
will be clarified in the last quarter of 201 0 allowing Councils to then plan for activities 
in 201 1 in full knowledge of their impact on the targets which they are expected to 
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meet. This situation is clearly not ideal and in the interim any expansion of schemes 
needs to be flexible enough to allow for potential change when the full facts are known. 

3.3 Zero Waste Project Group Progress 

The following actions were approved by the Zero Waste Project Board on 25 June 2010 
and were based on the implications of the Zero Waste Plan 

a. the current OJEU notice was terminated in accordance with guidance received from 
the Council’s legal advisors and procurement section, 

b. That the 8 participants currently short listed were advised of the Council’s decision to 
terminate the current Zero Waste Project and that the Council will no longer proceed 
with the competitive dialogue process; 

c. That planning permission in principle for the Council’s Auchinlea site should still be 
obtained for future procurement options; and 

d. That the Council take appropriate steps to gather data on the various waste streams, 
as is required by the ZWP, to assist in the Scottish Government’s data gathering 
exercise but to also inform the Core Project team with regards to the new solution. 

3.4 Clyde Valley Shared Services Review 

The Clyde Valley Community Partnership commissions the Clyde Valley Shared 
Services Review in 2009, chaired by Sir John Arbuthnnott, the main findings in relation 
to waste management were to agree a Clyde Valley solution to the issues of waste 
management with the Scottish Government, including: 

a. The shared use of new waste treatment facilities; 

b. Joint service arrangements for recycling, including the standardisation of existing or 
new plants; and 

c. Discussing the potential funding of a Clyde Valley solution with the Scottish 
Government. 

North Lanarkshire Council are leading on this task and have established the Clyde Valley 
Waste Initiative team, with support from Scottish Futures Trust and Zero Waste Scotland, 
to develop an Outline Business Case by November 2010. This Outline Business Case will 
assess the options available to the 8 authorities within the Clyde Valley area to access 
new and existing waste infrastructure and disposal facilities so as to meet current and 
emerging strategy, policy and regulatory requirements with regard to waste management 
in a manner that will secure value for money. 

3.4 Parallel to the Clyde Valley Waste Initiative, Renfrewshire Council have undertaken a 
lead role in identifying the baseline collection systems for all 8 Authorities within the 
Clyde Valley with a view to recommending potential service alignments. 

4. Corporate Implications 

Finance 
The carbon metric element of the Zero Waste Policy has not been finalised by the 
Scottish Government. Definitive guidance on this is due to be released in October 2010. 
Until this is finalised there will remain uncertainty as to how future recycling initiatives 
will realistically affect the reported recycling figure. It is therefore recognised that any 
approval given for the proposed expansion of current recycling activities, as outlined in 
the separate report to Committee, will be qualified by their effectiveness in delivering the 
necessary outcomes for the Council. 

4.1 
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4.2 Should it be found that the proposals do not meet recycling and carbon expectations 
alternative proposals will be presented to a future Committee for consideration. 

4.3 The carbon metric component of the Zero Waste Policy could potentially impact heavily 
on the planned roll out of food/garden waste collections, with the policy favouring 
separate food collections. However foodlgarden collections are acceptable but achieve 
a lower carbon weighting. The implications of co-mingled food and garden will only be 
known once the carbon metric is finalised, some form of positive action however is 
required as food waste must be diverted from landfill from 201 3. 

4.4 Funding regarding future initiatives andor infrastructure to meet Zero Waste Targets 
remains unclear. 

4.5 There remains an element of uncertainty with regards to the Scottish Parliamentary 
elections in May 201 1, although the Zero Waste Policy has had cross party support, this 
is no guarantee a new Government will do so. 

5. Recommendation 

5.1 The Committee are asked to note the content of the report and in particular: 

a) approve of the actions taken at 3.3 above in respect of the work of the Zero Waste 
Project Group, 

b) the implications and impact on Council Policy of the findings of the Zero Waste 
Plan as outlined to date by the Scottish Government, and 

c) the progress being made under the Sir John Arbuthnott Clyde Valley Shared 
Services Review to secure best value outcomes for Waste Management. 

HEAD OF LAND SERVICES 
Local Government Access to Information Act: For further information please contact Kenneth 
Wilson, Head of Land Services on 01236 616407 
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